Reporting Multi-State Program Time in AIMS
Multi-state programming includes any program that involves Arkansas Extension Service and any other state’s
Extension Service at any level. Examples include multi-state Extension committees, national 4-H trips, and
multi-state fairs and festivals.
There are two places you can go to in AIMS to report your multi-state time. You can stay on the My Reporting
page and report your hours to the respective objective (below). This works best if you do not have client
contacts to report.

If you need to report contacts along with the multi-state hours, report both by clicking on the “Report” button
next to the respective objective in which you are reporting (below).

Reporting of time involved in multi-state programming in AIMS is done differently than other time. Unlike any
other time entered into AIMS, all multi-state time needs to be reported in “Program Planning & Delivery Time”
field, as well as in the “Multi State Extension Activity” field. This means your time is reported twice in AIMS.
In either location, you take the same steps to enter in your multi-state time.
-If you are reporting ONLY multi-state time (which includes any time dedicated to the actual activity and the
prep time before and/or after the event), enter in the number of hours in BOTH the “Program Planning &
Delivery Time” and the “Multi-State Extension Activity” fields.
-If you are reporting both multi-state time and other (non multi-state) time to the objective, enter in the total
combined time into the “Program Planning & Delivery Time” field, then ONLY the multi-state time in the
“Multi State Extension Activity” field.
For example, if you worked 120 hours in a month in a particular objective area and 40 of those hours
were multi-state, then you will report 120 hours under “Program Planning & Delivery Time,” then 40
hours under “Multi-state extension activity.”
-Once you have hours entered in the “Multi State Extension Activity” field, you will see a drop-down menu
appear directly below it. Select the activity from the drop down menu that matches what Multi-State activity
the hours supported. If your activity is not listed in the drop down, select “Other” and provide the name of
the activity in the text box below the drop down.
-Make sure to click “Submit” at the bottom of the page to save the time you just entered (and any contact data
you entered, if necessary).
NOTE: If you need to report to multiple activities, you will need to enter them in separately to allow for proper
tracking of each activity.

The following is a complete list of multi-state programs currently in AIMS for Environment, Energy & Climate:












Arkansas Invasives
Arkansas-Mississippi Irrigation Workshop
Discovery Farms
eXtension
National Network of Forest Practitioners
Society of American Foresters Ouachita Chapter Exec Committee
Southern Region Extension Forester/Master Tree Farmer
Southern Region Fire Ant Management
Wildlife Enterprises (MS State)
Women Owning Woodlands
Other

